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Graded skew bilinear forms (,) on graded vector spaces V are defined such that their 
resttktions to the even resp. odd subspaces are skew resp. odd. Over such graded symplectic 
vector spaces a (universal) factor algebra of the tensor algebra of V is described which reduces to 
a WeyE resp. Clifford algebra if only one even resp. odd subspace is nontrivial. Introducing 
the total graduation on this polynomial algebra alrd graded symmetrization it is shown that the 
elements up to second power are closed under graded commutation. If the graduation is of type 
& the elements of second power are a Lie-graded algebra and this is the only graduation for 
wbieb this is true. Ihe graded commutation relations of this algebra are calculated. It is 
isomorphic to the graded symplectic algebra of (V,{,)) which is contained in the graded 
derivation algebra of the graded Heisenberg algebra of elements up to first power. 
1. htrwktion to graded symplectic veetor spaces and Lie-graded algebras 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero, V be a graded K-vector space of type A 
where A is one of the commutative rings 2 or Z2. A bilinear form ( , ) on the direct 
sum 
V=fS!K 
is said to be graded skew if (y,, xr ) = - ( - l)“(xk, yl) for xk in Vk, yf in VI. Examples 
on finite-dimensional vector spaces are given by taking diag( . . . , Ii, . . . ) as matrix of 
(,) in some basis, where the square matrix 14 has the desired symmetry properties. 
In this case the above direct sum is (,)-orthogonal. (V, (, )) is said to be a graded 
symplectic vector space if (, ) is graded skew and p nondegenerate. A graded 
deriuotion of degree i of (V, (, )) is a graded endomorphism D(*) on V of degree i, i.e. 
D”% C V1+* for all k in A, such’that for xk in Vk, Q in Y 
(1) (D(‘)&,a)+(- l)*(Xlr,D”‘a)=o. 
The W’ span a subspace deri (V, ( , )) of the space endi V of all graded endomor- 
phisms of degree i on V, hence 
der*(V, ( 9 )) = @ deri (K ( 9 )) 
iEA 
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is a subspace of 
end”V = @ endi V. 
iEA 
A Lie -graded algebra of type A is a graded algebra (V, [, I&) of type A such that 
for & in vk, )-‘I in Vn and Q in V 
(LGA.1) 
(LGA.2) 
[xk, y& = - (- l)k’[)+, xk]r (graded antisymmetry) 
[[xk, y&, a]* = [Xk, [yh a]& - ( - l)k’(yl, [Xk, a If]* 
(graded Jacobi identity). 
Lie-graded algebras were studied in [‘T], [12], [S], [lo], [8], [2], [4]; [13], [14]; more 
references are gimdn i  [4]. Examples are the following [3, proposition 1in chap. III 
$10 no. 43 and 1131: ( ) i end’V ,with the graded commututot 2[D(k),D(“], = 
DWD(I)_ (_ l)kQ”)DW; (ii) der*(V, (, )) for any bilinear form (, ) on V is a 
subalgebra of end V. If (V, (, )) is graded symplectic we write sp*(V, ( ,)) for this 
graded symplectic algebra of (V, ( , )); (iii) if (V, O) is a graded algebra, the algebra of 
graded derivaticns 
der’(V, IJ) = @ deri (V, 0) 
iEA 
where deri (V, O) is the subspace of endiV spanned by the D(‘) with 
(2) D(‘)(& aa) = (D%k)C]a + (- l)‘k& q (D”‘a), 
is another type of subalgebra ofend*V; (iv) (, ) being graded skew and yk in the kth 
COPY Of K in $iEA K(i), a y-dependent Lie-graded structure on @iaA(Kli]@Vi) is 
defined by 
(3) [ak $xk, pf @yl]e = Yk+lbk, yd* 
Its zero-component obviously is the Heisenberg Lie algebra of the symplectic 
vector space (VO, (, )O); however it does not contain the defining Jordan brackets of a 
Clifford algebra [6, p. 2321, for instance on V, with respect to the symmetric bilinear 
form (, ),. It is easy to prove that the trivially prolonged algebra der*(V, (, )) is a 
subalgebra of the graded derivation algebra of this example. 
In the following a universal algebra over (V, (, )), (, ) being graded ‘skew, is 
constructed. It restricts to the Weyl- resp. Clifford algebra if only Va resp. V1 are 
nontrivial. If (, ) vanishes identically the graded symmetric algebra over V results, 
which in the two special cases reduces to the symmetric algebra over V0 resp. the 
exterior algebra over VI. Although this generalized Weyl algebra is not a graded 
algebra the elements up to second power are closed with respect o a suitable 
graded commutator. In the &-case and if V&V1 is (,)-orthogonal the subspace of 
graded symmetrized elements of second power is a Lie-graded algebra isomorphic 
, (, )). The isomorphism is the restriction to of the graded left 
multiplication ad’ with respect to the graded commutator. This is a graded 
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generalization of the well known linear canonical transformation theory for bosons 
and fermions in quantum field theory [l, chap. II and III]. 
2. The Weyl algebra over a graded symplectic vector space 
Following [9], see also [Ill, we define a functor weyl’ from the category of 
graded symplectic vector spaces into the category of associative algebras (over the 
same ground field K): Let J(*’ be the two-sided ideal in the tensor algebra ten V over 
V generated by the elements xk @ yr - ( - l)“yl @ xk - 2(x,, yJ where xk is in Vk, y, 
in VI (Vi being identified to its image in ten V). The Weyl algebra wer (V, ( , )) is the 
quotient weyl’(V, (,)) of ten V by J’*‘. This algebra can also be defined as solution of 
the following universal mapping problem: Given (V, (, )) one considers the pairs 
(A, O) where A is an associative K-algebra with identity element e and o a K-linear 
mapping of V into A with 
The weyl’(V, ( , )) is a solution of the universal mapping problem defined by the 
(A, o), i.e. every mapping o of type (4) factorizes uniquely through weyl’(A, o), i.e. 
every mapping o of type (4) factorizes uniquely through weyl’(V, (, )) in the form 
o = 0 oc where c is the injection V+ ten V-, ten V/J’*’ and 8 is a morphism of 
associative K-algebras with identity elements. Especially weyl’(V, 0) is the graded 
symmetric algebra S*(V) over V. Since weyP(V, (, )) is the solution of a universal 
mapping problem, weyl’ is a covariant functor from the category of graded 
symplectic vector spaces, whose morphisms are the (, )-pre,<erving raded 
isomorphisms of degree 0, into the category of associative graded K--algebras. In the 
following V and its image in weyl*(V, (, )) will be identified. 
[3, proposition 7 in chap. III 95 no. 51 shows that there is a unique graduation of 
type A X N on ten V, compatible with the algebra structure, which induces on Ke 
the trivial graduation, on V the given graduation A and on the tensors of power rt, 
ten” V, the total graduation, lot. sit. chap. II 811 no. 1. However J”’ is not a graded 
ideal unless (, ) vanishes: xk @ yr - ( - I)kty, @xk is of degree (k + &2) whereas the 
element 2(&, yr)e is of degree (0,O). Wence the canonical epimorphism onto 
weyl*(V, (, )) is not graded unless ( , ) vanishes and unless it is S *(V), weyl*(V, ( , )) is 
not a graded algebra of type A x N and not the solution of a universal graded 
mapping problem. 
In the following multiplication in weyl’(V, (, )) will be written without a symbol 
ous elements in V will have their degree in as an index. The 
(5) &yf - ( - l)k’ylXk =2(Xk, yd- 
Writing a0 resp. r1 for the restrictions of (, ) to V. resp. VI, we get 
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xoyo - yoxo = 2oa(xo, yo) 
which shows that the subalgebras of weyl*(V, (, )) generated by V. resp. V1 are 
Weyi- resp. Clifford algebras over (Vo, CT*‘) resp. (VI, 7,). 
3. Graded symmetrized elements of second power 
For xk in Vk and yBti in VI rle write ’ 
2Xkyl = &y, t ( - l)k’)+& + &y, - ( - l)k'y,~k = 2AXkyl + 2(xk, y’) 
with A)& = (- l)k!41=, y,. Let A VkV1 denote the subspace of the Weyl algebra 
spanold by the A&y’, and A *V the direct sum of all those subspaces. Then A *V has 
the tc tal graduation l-$ type A 
(7) (A”V)i = @ A Vh V’, A*V = @ (A”V)ip 
k !=i iEA 
[3, remark in chap. III $11 no. 51. If V is finite-dimensional we have dim A Vk V’ = 
dim Vk dim VI if k # 1 and dim A Vk Vk = idim Vk (dimVk 2 1) if k is even resp. odd. 
If A = 2 and V has p nontrivial subspaces Vi then A’V has (pcs-‘) = fp@ + 1) 
nontrivial subspaces, if A = Z2 the number of nontrivial subspaces inV and A *V is 
the same. 
Taking graded commutators with respect o the (total) graduation A on the 
subspaces V and A *V in weyl”(V, (. )) we get 
(8) (&y,)z,,, - ( - l)(k+“mZm (A&Y, ) = 
= xk [yl, zm]? + (- l)k(‘+m)[y’, zm] &g + ( - l)k'yl [Xk, Zm ]* + ( - 1)” [XL, Zm]f&, 
(9) 2[hj&, &]* = (1 + (- l)k”+m)}()+, zm)xk + (- l)“{l + (- l)'(k+m))(Xk, zm)y,, 
hence [A *V, V], C V. From this we get 
(A&y,)ZmWr - (- f)(k+‘)(m+‘)ZmWr (k&y,) = 
= ( _ l)(k+l)m 
Zm [A&y,, WV]* +[Axkyt, Zm]tWr- 
From this and (9) a simple but tedious calculation gives 
d[AXky’, AZmw,]*= Z{AXky'AZmWr -(- l)~k""""'AZmW,llSy'} 
(w 
z +{I +(- I)ko+m)}{I +(- I)<"m'r}(~',~m)AXkW, 
+ (- l)k'(l + (- 1>""+"'}{~ + (- l)'k+m'r}(&,Z, 
f (- I)"'{I 7' ( - l)k”+r’}(l +(- I)““‘“} (y’, W,)AXkZm 
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+ (- l)k’( - I)“‘{1 + (- l)‘(‘+“}{l + (- l)(k+r)m}(&, w,)&&,, 
+ { 1 ’ ( - l)“‘+“‘}{ 1 - ( - l)km +“}(&, w,) ( y,, & ) 
+ f1 + (- 1)“‘“3{1 - (- l)kr+fm}(&, &)(y,, w,). 
If the direct sums in V are (,)-orthogonal the two last multiples of the identity 
element vanish, i.e. [A ‘V, A ‘V], C A 2Y In this case the factors ! l l } all are equal 
to 2 and the graded commutation relations (10) reduce to those: given for the linear 
transformations S (xk, y[) 
(11) s (XC, &)a = (y,, a )xk + ( - l)k’ h a h+ 
in [l4]. If A = 22 the total graduation L2 on A 2V is given by (A ‘V), = 
AVt&@A VlVl and (A’V), = A V,V,. In this case it is easy to check by writing 
down the special cases that [(A 2V)k9fA “V),], C (A 2V)k+,. Hence under these two 
assumptions for A and V (10) are the graded commutation relations of a Lie-graded 
algebra on A’V. Conversely, let A ‘V >e a Lie-graded algebra with respect to the 
total graduation 2 or 2, for some n. Then A ViVi C (A ‘V),i for all i. On the other 
hand, if the direct sums in V are (,)-orthogonal (10) implies IA ViVi, A ViVi]= C 
A Vi Vi, unless ( , ) vanishes identically, i.e. A Vi Vi C (A “Vbi fI (A 2V)4i for all i, 
which means that a nontrivial A must be Z2. 3f (, ) vanishes identically A 2V has the 
trivial graded commutative Lie-graded structure for any of the above 8. 
If the direct sums in V are (, )-orthogonal we see from (9) that 
(12) ad’(AX& Iv zrn = [A&)‘,, zrn]e = s (xk, Yt )Zm, 
and from (9) the S (xk, y,) fulfill condition (1) for D(‘+? Moreover, an inspection of 
the special cases shows that if d = Z2 S (xk, yl) is in endk+l V (again the Z2 graduation 
is the only one for which this holds: this assumption implies [A Vi Vi, Vi j2 f Vsr ; on 
the other hand, unless ( , ) vanishes identically, [A ViV, Vi]= C Vi from (9), hence 
A = Z2), which implies ad*(A ‘V) Iv C der*(V, (, )). If V has the finite dimension n the 
dimensions of A 2V and der*(V, (,)) are both f n(n + 1) - dim VI. Summarizing it is 
proved that 
(13) Theorem. If A = &, V has finite dimension, (, ) is nondegenerate und the 
decomposition V = Vo $ VI (, )-orthogonal, then 
ad’( . ) Iv : A % + der’(V, ( , )) 
is an isomorphism of Lie-graded algebras. 
Taking the graded commutator with respect to the total graduation on 
get a Lie-graded subalgebra of type (iv) in weyl’(V, ( , )) with on 
l yo = 1. However since the total is the trivial graduation on 
[ar~,xk]- all are skew. Under the above isomorphism A 2 acts on this algebra as 
graded derivations and one can form the a “-semidirect sum described in [ 131, 
which now contains all elements of the Weyl algebra up to second power. 
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Taking a complex structure J on V one can consider elements in A *V of the form 
bcyr + JbcyJ-‘, and it is clear that the isomorphism (13) maps the subspace 
spanned by these elements in A”V onto the pseudo-unitary subalgebra of 
der’(V, (, )) described in [ 141. Under the assumptions of Theorem (13) a complex 
structureein dero(V, (  )) can be found by taking two symplectic bases of the form 
(s 1,=*..,qnopL-, ~“4) in V. and VI and choosing J = ad*(H) Iv, where H in A *V is 
the sum of two elements of the form x3,, (qkqk + p”p”,, i = 0,l. 
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